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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
“ An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.
Together with our co-branding partners,
Leader’s assures each and every client of our
unwavering dedication in the creation of
inspired entertainment experiences.”

Michael K. Leader
President & CEO
Leader Cinema Systems America
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Years . . . a search!

The international search conducted by Bruce Dunbar, M.Mus.(Hons),
the manager and key to the personal and financial success of
super star Mr. David Bowie scoured the globe for a solution. Dunbar’s
need was simple. He wanted the best of the best music playback system to
include a Hollywood degree of sophistication in the presentation of movies.
His demands: “I want one system to achieve movie surround sound, and, I
must have the identical degree of detail and impact across all musical genres I
would experience in the world’s elite studios, recital halls and concert stages
around the world”.
Mr. Dunbar consulted the world’s leading manufacturers of both exotic home hifi speaker manufacturers and with the well known makers of precision monitors
that adorn the world’s greatest hit making studios. They listened. They talked.
They offered systems for free, after all there was a Bowie association. They
guessed and they changed their minds. The hi-fi manufacturers response:
there must be by definition two systems as music is different from movies.
The pro-sound industry were somewhat more adaptable, but could not
guarantee the successful outcome. Again both camps when quizzed
over a period of time, would change their minds.
During this ordeal, Bruce Dunbar’s architect the noted Canadian
Arthur Erickson suggested that Dunbar discuss his needs with Emmy
Award Winner Michael Leader. Two years into his search, Dunbar is
introduced to a different language, different concepts, a scientific vision
and approach to meet the needs of two international super stars. His search
continued. Meetings between Leader and Dunbar spanned eighteen months.
Dunbar quizzed Leader, for by this time his knowledge covering acoustics and
related issues on speaker design had empowered him with the language and
complexities in speaker design. The winning event and successful outcome for
both Mr. Dunbar and Leader was the fact that during our four meetings Leader’s
position remained constant. Leader Cinema Systems together with Leader Acoustic
Labs. was awarded the most prestigious project in the world in 1993. This award
resulted in two projects to be completed in the Maui waterfront Dunbar residence.
The final project was completed in 1996 at a cost of $ 1.46 million USD.

4 Tons / 3636 Kgs. | 48,000 Watts | Invisible System | Astonishing Excellence >>>>>>>>>

The Living Room In Paradise
Leader Hollywood Format™ Screening Room
Leader Hollywood Format™ Studio Reference

The Living Room In Paradise © Leader Cinema Systems America

Screen Image Width: 14 Feet / 4116 mm
Microperforated acoustically transparent screen
Studio Reference Colorimetry
9000 Lumen Studio Projector
Exceptional picture resolution, clarity, vibrancy of color, brightness and wow appeal
Acoustically neutral, the rooms overall feel and ambience is one of unique intimacy and spaciousness.

This systems exceptionally wide soundstage extends beyond the physical
limits of the far left and right modules. Even when seated in this position
represented by the camera, the sound stage commences beyond the left
system, filling in between the left and right speakers and exiting
beyond the right channel.
The absence of walls in proximity to the speaker systems in addition to the
Controlled Directivity of the speaker arrays (See page T 7) eliminates any reflected sound from the glass walls.

Amazing movie star Hollywood cinematic experiences in the middle of
the Pacific Ocean. Musical ecstasy . . . is wowee on Maui !!

The Residence in Paradise
At Right: The Maui Prince Hotel

The technical side of beauty

Projects:

1)

The Major Leader Hollywood Format™ Grand Cinema for the Living Room

2) Ground Floor Isolated and Floating Music Studio with LHF™ professional systems
3) The Main Floor Library with Leader Junior Format Music Playback System

Physical:

Gross Shipping Weight: LHF™ technical systems: approx 5 Tons / 10,000 Lbs / 4545 Kgs
Living Room Sound System and equipment (net):

approx 2.76 Tons / 5,518 Lbs / 2508 Kgs

Studio LHF™ Sound System and equipment (net): approx 1.06 Tons / 2,115 Lbs / 962 Kgs.
Library LHF™ 2 Channel Playback for Music (net): approx .43 Tons /
Project Schedule:
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Meetings: 1992 – 4
Engineering and Prototype: 1994 – 6
On site house construction delays: 9 months
Shipped eleven massive (unloaded) speaker enclosures: 1996
On site installation Phase 1: Four months during end of 1997
On site installation Phase 2: March – April 1998
Completion & LHF™ Certification: October 1998

870 Lbs / 395 Kgs.

April1998
Studio Grade HD Video using HD Vision NHK System
Micro-perforated acoustically transparent movie screen

August 1997
Two Leader Cinema Surround Speakers

Two of six Leader Surround Arrays
Total Surround Array Weight: 1410 Lbs / 641 Kg

April 1998
An immensely proud Michael K. Leader stands in front of
the staggering and equally amazing four way active LHF
Leader Playback System. As shown: 1.2 Tons /1090 Kg
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Technical data

|--Lower Living Room-|--Theater & Media--|--Open Plan Kitchen--|- - -Open Plan Entry Hall---|
640 Sq Ft / 59 Sq M
Open Plan Living Room

Library Area Behind

Longitudinal Section: Main Floor
OA 2800 Sq Ft / 260 M2

Lower Ground Level: Music Studio
Location of technical equipment to support
Living Room Theater and LHF™ Sound System
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Living Room Technical Equipment Racks
Left Rack: 15 Amplifiers 1090 Lbs. / 495 Kg
21,600 Watts RMS
Right Rack: Signal Processing

Image Right: Racks in service position
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Specifications
Left and Right Main Speaker Arrays: MPS D1804-24-25SD (Two Systems)
4 Way, Quad Amplified with five amplifier channels
System Weight: 940 Lbs | 427 Kgs
Certified: Leader Hollywood Format™

Low Frequency Section: LHF™ D1800-19-25SD
Typical Application: Low Frequency and Very Low Frequency Section also applied in
Sub Woofer and LFE applications
Transducers: 2 x 18 Inch | 441 mm woofers
Operating Frequency Range: 20 to 150 Hz (room loading dependent)
Power Bandwidth -3dB: 24 to 95 Hz
System Tuning: 25 Hz B6 alignment
Maximum SPL in half space: 136 dB SPL
Acoustical Output: 70 Acoustic Watts (Note Not Amplifier Watts)
Half Space Reference Efficiency: 6%
System Power: Continuous Program Material 2200 Watts
10 Millisecond Peak Power 4400 Watts
Long Term 8 Hour Power Rating re: ANSI/EIA RS-426-A: 1200 Watts
Voltage: 76 Volts true RMS
Peak: 152 Volts
Amplifiers: Two each power amplifiers @ 1800 Watts / 8 Ohms Damping Factor: > 3000 : 1
Power Compression at rated power: 4 dB
Connectors: None. Specialized cables enter the enclosure with direct connection to woofer terminals.
In Situ LHF™ Calibrated System Power Compression over 3 minutes 25 to 90 Hz @ 120 dB SPL: ZERO POWER COMPRESSION
Enclosure Weight (system dependent variable) typical: 580 Lbs | 263 Kgs
Mechanical: Physically isolated from the interior room structure. System resiliently supported by concrete wall. No structure
borne energy is transmitted into the visual cabinetry and acoustically transparent speaker grille work – doors
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Mid Range Section: 1203-6.2-45 Ti
The unique three way system covers the range between 45 to 20,000 Hz.
Overall, the ring mode decoupled enclosure eliminates early-early enclosure
resonances which enables a significant improvement in clarity. Fast accurate
transient detail is radiated from the transducers without interference from
otherwise random energy that would degrade the performance in non decoupled
style systems. Cabinet resonances in non “decoupled” enclosures seriously
degrades or colors the sound. Such coloration can not be “equalized out”.
The resonances may be linear or non linear depending upon the density
and harmonic structure of the signal content. The ideal neutrality free of
coloration in the critical mid-band opens up the overall sound stage. Further,
the ability to hear between the notes brings forth an almost three dimensional
aspect to both 2 channel stereo music playback while also serving as a critical
element in multi-channel sound for contemporary digital motion picture sound.
The technical elegance in the design of the Left and Right (illustrated) enclosure eliminates internal cavity resonances from
the 12 inch | 294 mm Mid-Bass driver. The critical issues to enable highly accurate imaging between the Left and Right
arrays are enabled through the integral 30° “toe in” to create the preferred 60° listening window within a RFZ (Reflection
Free Zone). The front baffle also features a calibrated “tilt down” again to optimize the vertical coverage over the entire
500 Sq Ft | 46.5 M2 prime listening area. The complex geometry of the enclosure is the result of Leader Acoustic Labs.
development to address the unique aspects for this Wowee-on-Maui world class exceptional project.
Technical Data
Enclosure Volume: 6.2 Cu Ft | 176 Cu Litres
Enclosure Mass: 340 Lbs | 155 Kgs
Mechanical:
Triple decoupled chambers and decupled exterior enclosure
Complex geometry
VHF Section:

100° x 50° Constant Directivity Wave Guide
Sensitivity: 104 dB SPL @ 1 Watt / 1 Meter
Power Handling 50 Watts = Peak SPL 120 dB SPL
Amplifier: STUDER A68 One Channel @ 100 / 150 Watts 8 Ohms
TIM (Transient Modulation Distortion) = 0% Immeasurable

Mid Range:

90°x 90° Constant Directivity Wave Guide on high performance driver
Sensitivity: 106 dB SPL @ 1 Watt / 1 Meter Avg Pgm: 121 dB SPL
Power Handling LTA (long term average) 25 Watts = Peak 250 Watts 10 Milliseconds
Amplifier: STUDER A68 One Channel @ 100 / 150 Watts 8 Ohms

Mid Bass:

12 Inch | 294 mm High Performance Neodymium Studio Grade Driver
Sensitivity: 104 dB SPL @ 1 Watt / 1 Meter Avg Pgm: 129 dB SPL Peak: 132 dB SPL
Power Handling: Pe: 300 watts / 45.5 volts 91 volts, Peak 10 millisecond 800 watts
93 volts RMS 132 volts PEAK
Amplifier: STUDER A68 Bridged Mono @ 400 Watts 8 Ohms
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Mid Range Secrion 1203-6.2-45 Ti
Directivity Index Di: 11.3 dB
Excellent control and stability in off-axis power response

The “Effective Stereo” sound stage width of 24 feet, is taken at -6dB down. As the response is within +/- 2 dB (or better) upon final
calibration, the reader may observe the Horizontal beamwidth from the above and the two polar diagrams below and have a clear
understanding of the superlative off-axis performance. Beyond 45 / 50 degrees off-axis in the Horizontal, the acoustical coverage
smoothly drops thereby reducing interaction with any walls or building details which may in other circumstances be located in the
proximity of the mid-hi section, which is not the case in the Maui project. Note the horizontal 45 degree off-axis performance at
2K, 4K and 16 K to an accuracy of 3 dB or better, further represents the precision with which the mid-hi section has been designed.
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............... 10 kHz Horizontal
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............... 16 kHz Horizontal

Center Channel: 1503-9.6-32 SD

The high performance Center Channel is a three way tri-amplified system. Similar in design to the Left and Right
Mid-Hi system, this enclosure incorporates Ring Mode decoupled sections in addition to the entire enclosure
being an “enclosure within an enclosure”. The integrity of the radiated sound field again is evident by a review
of the beamwidth and polar diagrams from page T7. The precise match in phase and overall acoustical performance
between the Left and Right channels results in a seamless match across a sound stage approximating 24 feet / 7M
in width.
The Center Channel utilizes a studio high performance 15 inch / 368 mm diameter woofer.
VHF and Mid Range Sections identical to Left and Right Speaker Systems. Specifications on pages: T5 and T6
Low Frequency Section:
Woofer: 15 Inch 1000 / 2000 Watt Studio Woofer Fs: 28 Hz
Power Handling: Pe EIA RS-426A 600 watts 59 Volts RMS 117.6 Volts Peak
Sine Wave: 500 Watts Continuous Program Material: 1000 Watts
Reference: ANSI / EIA RS426-A Loudspeaker Power Rating
Sensitivity:
96 dB SPL 1 Watt / 1 Meter Continuous SPL: 123 dB SPL
Amplifier:
STUDER A68 Bridged Mono
Power Bandwidth: -3dB 27 to 1000 Hz
Efficiency: 3.72%
Output in Acoustic Watts based on LTA (Long Term Average) output: 11.5 Acoustic Watts (not amplifier watts)
Power Compression at absolute peak and elevated cinema levels (115 dB SPL): ZERO Power Compression
Enclosure Mass: 340 Lbs / 155 Kgs
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The .1 Channel LFE Low Frequency Effects
Often incorrectly referred to as the sub-woofer, the Sub-Woofer was intended to support the limited power bandwidth of all
Screen Channels. Dolby processors such as CP 65 provided an additional output to feed a high power “sub-woofer” system
to augment the main L-C-R channels. During the era of the 4-2-4 analog matrix, this was not a dedicated low frequency channel.
As discrete digital formats emerged from Kodak-CDS, Dolby AC3 Digital and DTS, all six channels were capable of CD dynamic
range. The LFE channel, the .1 channel was applied for special and mostly explosive effects dedicated to an ideally high performance
VLF array of Low Frequency enclosures and amplifiers.
Again, the major studios differ massively from most public cinemas in that, the installation techniques in the studios are far more
exacting. The studios will place the power amplifiers behind the screen a short few feet of speaker wire away from the speaker
systems. Public cinemas don’t, they place the amplifiers in the projection booth and run hundreds of feet of speaker wire to the
low frequency systems behind the screen. The overall performance suffers. The sound is not as punchy or as well controlled as it is
in an exacting studio installation. Further, the studio systems have far greater headroom across the entire system than in a public
cinema. The Leader Wowee-on-Maui project achieves two significant levels of dynamic performance at frequencies below 50 Hz.
First: The 4 way active Leader LHF™ Main Screen Left and Right Channels MPS D1804-24-25SD (Page T5) operate as a full range array
in both Cinema and Music Playback modes. Each VLF / LF channel (D1800 enclosures) provides full range performance to 25Hz. A typical
cinema Screen Channel rolls off below 45Hz. Hence, almost a full octave of sound is missing. There is major low frequency content
contained on most movie sound tracks in each of the three or five Screen Channels. The public cinemas there fore are bass deficient in
all screen channels below 45Hz.
The Beverly Hills headquarters of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences is the flagship in terms of superlative cinematic
experiences away from the studio screening rooms. The 1100 seat Goldwyn Theater there equalizes the Low Frequency Screen Channels
to be flat to 31Hz. The improvement over the 45 Hz roll of in cinema results in a more immersive and smoother sound experience for the
audience. Public cinemas are unable to equalize their Screen Channels, as the systems, due to budget, lack the headroom
capabilities in both amplifier power and mechanical headroom in the woofer systems. To achieve the results necessities a bigger
check book or Black Centurion Amex card!
Leader Hollywood Format™ systems provides massive amounts of both mechanical headroom in the screen channels to include the
torturous ride into explosive effects in the LFE Channel.

The Samuel Goldwyn Theater
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Beverly Hills, California

Image Courtesy: Academy of Motion Pictures Arts & Sciences
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Second: The most significant attribute of the Leader LFE format and signal processing is, that both the reliability of the
system and the immersion of the audience into an invisible sea of low frequency energy from a whisper to Arnold’s pushing
an explosive button remains reliable, repeatable and simply awe inspiring.
The LHF™ Maui System’s LFE Channel is represented best through this illustration:

Left Channel Full Range
Dedicated Left Channel LF>>>>>>>>>>
20 Hz to 130 Hz

Right Channel Full Range
<<<<<<<<<Dedicated Right Channel LF
20 Hz to 130 Hz

LFE Configuration:
2 each D1800-19.25SD Low Frequency Enclosures
4 each Crown K2 Amplifiers
1 each Leader Cinema DXMS – 24 Processor
LFE .1 Channel is routed via LHF™
Digital Signal Processing to
Include dedicated LFE EQ and Time
Delay to each Left and Right Channel>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Total Amplifier Power: 7200 Watts
Peak Output SPL: 140 dB SPL
Efficiency: 6%
Output in Acoustic Watts: 216 Acoustic Watts
Peak Headroom over Peak Cinema: 25 dB
Continuous Headroom over typical cinema: 20 dB
LFE Bandwidth: 22 to 90 Hz
Enclosures 10 millisecond Pk Power: 9600 Watts
Weight of 2 enclosures: 1160 Lbs / 527 Kgs

The clarity of bass, the extended depth, complete lack of power compression at or beyond peak cinema level represents a degree of
sophistication only to be experienced on the finest screening rooms and dubbing stages throughout the major Hollywood studios, or
when experienced in a Certified LHF™ , Post Production Studio, Flagship Cinema or Private VIP Luxury LHF™ Cinema.
Right: Overall SPL 122 dB SPL
25 Hz @ 119.5 dB SPL

5 dB Per Division

During final calibration the entire system is
scaled and limited to peak SPL of 122 dB SPL
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EQUIPMENT RACKS
Due to the corrosive salt air, all amplifiers and signal processing equipment
is located in the sealed and continuously air conditioned studio.
Rack A: Living Room Amplifiers: 15
6 each
4 each
3 each
1 each
1 each

STUDER A68 Main Screen Channels
Crown K2
Main Screen Channels
UREI 6290 Surround Channels LF 15” Woofers
Leader Multi Surround Channels Mid-Hi 6 Channels
Leader Type 10 Surround Fill & Studio

Rack B and C Signal Processing
6 each Leader 1.3 24 dB/Octave Crossover Networks with Time Delay
6 each Ashly Parametric Equalizers
2 each Leader 1.2 24 dB / Octave Crossover Networks with Time Delay
2 each Ashly Graphic Equalizers Surround Channel
2 each Leader 16 channel VCA system
1 each Dolby DP 564 Processor Living Room
1 each Dolby DP 562 Processor Studio
1 each Lucid A to D processor
1 Kramer Video Audio Follower Router
1 Crestron CN Rack Control Automation System
1 Sony DAT Recorder
1 Leader Broadcast Systems Active Summing Network

<<< Racks in service position
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The Studio in Paradise
The demands for the ground floor studio took on immense proportions. There being a residence situated 150 feet / 45 M
away, it was necessary to insure absolute quiet in the area at night. What international music super-star would want the
police showing up at 2AM due to noise complaints from the neighbours. The resulting design by Michael Leader was indeed
world-class.
To isolate the studio, triple wall construction is used including a floating poured concrete studio floor. The trapezoidal
room is well behaved in terms of mid bass room modes. The acoustical performance of the massive picture window
designed by Michael Leader resulted in two layers of laminated tinted glass. Outside layer 25mm / 1”, inner layer 19mm / ¾”.
The air space: 11 inches. The custom extrusions each feature an interior four sided acoustical absorbent system. In tests using
kick drum at midnight, only the sea was can be heard outside. Using gated pink noise reproduced on the studios sound system
between 30 to 90 Hz at 120 dB SPL in the studio (that is loud! ) only the faintest whisper can be heard 3 feet / 1 Meter away.
The triple layer suspended ceiling together with the integrity of the three wall systems completely isolates the room from
Other areas within the residence. The Library situated above the Studio is remains dead quiet under the same test conditions.
A ceiling diffusion system was also designed by Leader. The spatial aspects of the room keeps the room sounding “fresh”,
expansive and open, while at the same time intimate due to the performance of the large scale sound system and heavy drapes.

The Studio’s 5.1 channel sound system,given the size of the room, is acoustically
larger than the Living Room system. Low Frequencies 26 Hz to 85 Hz: 126 dB SPL.
L & R speakers Leader D1503 3 way active| L & R amplifiers: 8380 Watts Avg.
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Wow says it all…………………………

For additional information and international projects contact:
Leader cinema systems America
www.leadercinema.com
+1 (213) 359.8129
info@leadercinema.com

The Hollywood Movie Star Cinema Experience

